A SIP
FACEBOOK
You can tap into Facebook’s potential only by taking care of it and frequently updating it. Let us help turn your
wall’s visitors into potential clients. We don’t just translate, we also write news and updates in every language
for your Facebook wall. Rest assured we never forget the target culture’s traditions and celebrations.
LETTERS AND EMAILS
Nowadays clients have questions even before leaving home. With us you can answer emails written in a foreign
language. A guaranteed swift service. All you need to do is copy and paste. Do you keep getting the same old
questions? No worries, we also create answer templates for you to use when you wish.
REPLYING TO REVIEWS… IN THEIR OWN LANGUAGE
Social media has changed how people express themselves. TripAdvisor, Booking but also Facebook and Google
allow clients to use a double-edged sword: reviewing places they’ve been too. Replying to these reviews in the
writer’s language allows other users to see both sides of the story and helps them form their own opinion. It
also has the benefit of showing visitors that you care about your clients’ problems and questions.

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE
Translating your business growth into success.

OUR SERVICES
WEBSITES
We convey words and the culture behind those words. You can rely on professional, mother tongue translators
working in your industry. Come to us for a one-stop-solution. Have you changed something in English? No need
to tell us, we’re already on it. We’ll monitor your website and implement changes on the go.
NEWSLETTER
Remind your followers and your customers of you and your wine. A well written and targeted newsletter is just
as good as drinking a glass of wine together. You can send receipts which pair good with your wine, holiday
offers close to your region, plan dinners or just send out your newest offers of the freshly bottled wine.
WINE MENU
Not everyone is a wine expert. Let us come up with a menu which is not only accurate, but also brings the
aromas of your wines to life, driving up your sales.

FOR OUR VIP CLIENTS
WELCOME PACKAGE
Is there anything more exciting than a surprise for your guests visiting your cellar? Let us prepare a welcome
package for your clients. Imagine their surprise and satisfaction upon finding something written in their own
language!

ARTICLES
We don’t just translate. We also write articles… about you! You can then send them to different tourism
magazines or local newspapers. We endeavour to find the best solution to ensure everyone else gets to know
about you, be it on an inflight magazine or in a local newspaper of your choice. Our success is your success.

